Unity 5. 6 android sdk version

I made an AR app using UNITY 5.6.6 and I'm trying to publish my app to Google Play that need at least API Level 26. I have tried different ways to achieve that targeted level of API but achieved nothing and the Google Console only recognize my app'S API as level 22. Yes, it can be done easily if I use Unity earlier version (I am using Unity 2018 for my
other published Apps), but I have to use this particular version because I'm using a little old plugin that only can be stable using those early versions of UNITY. Here above some ways I've tried on Unity 5.6.6 : I have tried using SDK tools version 26.1 I have tried using SDK tools version r25.2.5 sdkmanager Here is my configuration I've tried on Build
Settings-Other Settings config 1 config 2 Here is the message I received from Google Console google console message I hope someone have experienced this and solved the problem. I appreciate your time and help alot! Thank you! 1 To create a Unity application for Android, you first need to set up your Unity project to support Android. To support
Android, a Unity project requires the following dependenciesIn the context of the Package Manager, a dependency is a specific package version (expressed in the form package_name@package_version) that a project or another package requires in order to work. Projects and packages use the dependencies attribute in their manifests to define the set
of packages they require. For projects, these are considered direct dependencies; for packages, these are indirect, or transitive, dependencies. More infoSee in Glossary: The Android Build Support module. The Android Software Development Kit (SDK). The Native Development Kit (NDK). A Java Development Kit. By default, Unity uses OpenJDK.
Before you get started, check Unity’s Requirements and compatibility documentation for Android to make sure you’re aware of any limitations for developing a Unity application for Android. Installing dependencies Unity distributes dependencies as modules which means you use the Unity Hub to install them. You can install them either when you
install a new Unity Editor version, or add them to an existing Unity Editor install. To install modules: The three modules to install are: Android Build Support Android SDK & NDK Tools OpenJDK Unity Hub displaying the three dependency modules. Unity installs Android SDK & NDK Tools and OpenJDK respectively in the SDK, NDK, and OpenJDK
folders under /Unity/Hub/Editor/[EditorVersion]/Editor/Data/PlaybackEngines/AndroidPlayer/. Customizing dependencies You should use the Unity Hub to install Android SDK & NDK tools and OpenJDK to ensure that you receive the correct versions and configurations. However, there are situations where it’s useful to change the SDK, NDK, or JDK
that Unity uses to build applications for Android. For example, if you have multiple versions of Unity with the same dependencies and you don’t want to duplicate the installation of the SDK, NDK, and JDK, you can specify a shared location. To make Unity use a custom version of a dependency: Download the custom version of the dependency.
Warning: Unity only officially supports versions of the OpenJDK, SDK, or NDK that it supplies through the Hub. For more information, see Supported dependency versions. In Unity, select Edit > Preferences (macOS: Unity > Preferences). In the left navigation column, select External Tools. The Android section of the External Tools panel contains
entries for JDK, SDK, NDK, and GradleAn Android build system that automates several build processes. This automation means that many common build errors are less likely to occur. More infoSee in Glossary. Each entry contains: A checkbox that indicates whether to use the version that Unity provides or a custom version. The path to the
dependency’s installation folder. To customize the installation for any of these dependencies, disable the dependency’s respective …installed with Unity (recommended) checkbox then click Browse and select the installation folder for the custom dependency. Supported dependency versions This section contains information on which versions of each
dependency each Unity version supports. Each version of Unity requires a specific version of the Android NDK and Android JDK, but there are no exact version requirements for the Android SDK. SDK Unity relies on tools that the Android SDK provides and different versions of the SDK usually have the same tools available. This means you can use any
recent version of the SDK since they all contain the build tools that Unity requires. Important: The only exceptions are Android SDK Build-tools versions higher than version 30. Unity doesn’t support Android SDK Build-tools versions higher than 30. NDK The following table shows the NDK version that each Unity version supports: Unity version NDK
version 2019.4 LTS r19 2020.3 LTS r19 2021.2 r21d JDK The following table shows the JDK version that each Unity version supports: Unity version JDK version 2019.4 LTS 8 (OpenJDK version 1.8) 2020.3 LTS 8 (OpenJDK version 1.8) 2021.2 8 (OpenJDK version 1.8) Setting the Android SDK Target API The Unity Hub installs the latest version of the
Android SDK Target API that Google Play requires. If you need to use a more recent version, you can change it in the Android Player Settings. To do this: Select Edit > Project Settings. In the Project settings window, select the Player tab, then open Android Player Settings: In the Other Settings section, change the Target API Level. If you select a
target API version newer than the latest installed version, the Unity Android SDK Updater can automatically download and install the new version. Unity displays a prompt and you can choose to either: Automatically download and install the new version of the Android SDK. Continue to use the highest installed version of the Android SDK. If you select
a target API version that isn’t installed and is older than the latest installed version, the Unity Android SDK Updater can’t perform the update and Unity displays an error message. In this case, to update the Android SDK Target API, you must use the Android sdkmanager from either Android Studio or the command-line tool. Regardless of the method
you choose, make sure to select the correct Android SDK folder for Unity in the Edit > Preferences > External Tools window. For more information, see Customizing dependencies. Important: On Windows, if you installed the Unity Editor in the default folder (/Program Files/), you must run the sdkmanager with elevated privilege (Run as
Administrator) to perform the update. Chrome OS In Unity, Chrome OS is part of the Android development environment. This means you can deliver new and existing Android applications to Chrome OS. Also, since many Chrome OS devices are laptops or have a laptop mode, you can use features such as mouse and keyboard input. For more
information: This page provides release information about the SDK packages available for download from the SDK Manager, in the SDK Platforms tab. Each SDK Platform version includes the following packages: The Android SDK Platform package. This is required to compile your app for that version. Several System Image packages. At least one of
these is required to run that version on the Android Emulator. Each platform version includes a system image for each supported form factor (handsets, Android TV, and Android Wear). Each form factor may offer variations to match your computer's processor architecture (such as Intel x86 and ARM EABI). System images labeled Google APIs include
access to Google Play services and those labeled Google Play also include Google Play Store. The Sources for Android package. This includes the source files for the platform. Android Studio may show lines of code from these files while you debug your app. The revision numbers listed below are for the Android SDK Platform package only. The system
images may receive separate updates, usually to resolve bugs with the emulator. There are no release notes for the system images, but you should always keep them up to date. Important: To see the most recent Android system components in the Android SDK Manager, you must first update SDK Tools to the most recent release and restart the SDK
Manager. Android 13 (Beta) For details about the platform changes, see the Android 13 preview documentation. Android 12 (API levels 31, 32) 12L feature drop (API level 32) For details about the platform changes, see the 12L documentation. Android 12 (API level 31) For details about the platform changes, see the Android 12 documentation.
Android 12 ATD system images This Automated Test Device (ATD) image is an Android system image that is optimized for headless automated tests. Early data indicates that tests that use this image should experience reduction in emulator process CPU and memory usage, and reduction in test wall time. It achieves these performance gains through:
Removing most user-facing applications (for example Dialer, Settings, and SystemUI). Disabling hardware renderer drawing. The image comes with two versions: Google APIs ATD which provides Google APIs, and AOSP ATD which provides pure AOSP experience. To learn more about running tests using ATDs, see Run tests using Automated Test
Devices. Android 11 (API level 30) For details about the platform changes, see the Android 11 documentation. Android 10 (API level 29) For details about the platform changes, see Android 10 for Developers. This revision adds Android Automotive OS stubs. Android 9 (API level 28) For details about the platform changes, see Android 9 for developers.
Released to stable channel (no longer in preview). Android 8.1 (API level 27) For details about the platform changes, see Android 8.1 for developers. Released to stable channel (no longer in preview). Android 8.0 (API level 26) For details about the platform changes, see Android 8.0 for developers. Released to stable channel (no longer in preview).
Android 7.1 (API level 25) For details about the platform changes, see Android 7.1 for developers. Incremental update. Released as the final Android 7.1.1 (no longer in preview). Dependencies: Android SDK Platform-Tools 25.0.1 or higher is required. Android SDK Build-Tools 25.0.1 or higher is required. Incremental update. Released as Android 7.1.1
Developer Preview 2. For more information, see the Android 7.1 API Overview. Dependencies: Android SDK Platform-Tools 25.0.1 or higher is required. Android SDK Build-Tools 25.0.1 or higher is required. Initial release for Android 7.1 (API level 25). Released as Android 7.1 Developer Preview 1. For more information, see the Android 7.1 API
Overview. Dependencies: Android SDK Platform-Tools 25.0.0 or higher is required. Android SDK Build-Tools 25.0.0 or higher is required. Android 7.0 (API level 24) For details about the platform changes, see Android 7.0 for developers. Initial release for Android 7.0 (API level 24). For more information, see the Android 7.0 API Overview.
Dependencies: Android SDK Platform-tools r24 or higher is required. Android SDK Tools 24.0.0 or higher is required. Android 6.0 (API level 23) For details about the platform changes, see the Android 6.0 changes and Android 6.0 APIs. Fixed bugs in the layout rendering library used by Android Studio. Dependencies: Android SDK Platform-tools r23
or higher is required. Android SDK Tools 24.3.4 or higher is required. Initial release for Android 6.0 (API level 23). For more information, see the Android 6.0 API Overview. Dependencies: Android SDK Platform-tools r23 or higher is required. Android SDK Tools 24.3.4 or higher is required. Android 5.1 (API level 22) For details about the platform
changes, see the Lollipop overview and Android 5.1 API changes. Initial release for Android 5.1 (API level 22). For more information, see the Android 5.1 API Overview. Dependencies: Android SDK Platform-tools r22 or higher is required. Android SDK Tools 23.0.5 or higher is required. Android 5.0 (API level 21) For details about the platform changes,
see the Lollipop overview and Android 5.0 API changes. Updated layouts in the Support Library and fixed various issues. Dependencies: Android SDK Platform-tools r21 or higher is required. Android SDK Tools 23.0.5 or higher is required. Initial release for Android 5.0 (API level 21). For more information, see the Android 5.0 API Overview.
Dependencies: Android SDK Platform-tools r21 or higher is required. Android SDK Tools 23.0.5 or higher is required. Android 4.4W (API level 20) This version makes KitKat available for Android Wear. Updated the rendering library. Dependencies: Android SDK Platform-tools r20 or higher is required. Android SDK Tools 23.0 or higher is required.
Initial release for Android Wear. Dependencies: Android SDK Platform-tools r20 or higher is required. Android SDK Tools 23.0 or higher is required. Android 4.4 (API level 19) For details about the platform changes, see the KitKat overview and Android 4.4 API changes. Maintenance release. The system version is 4.4.2. For more information, see the
Android 4.4 API Overview. Dependencies: Android SDK Platform-tools r19 or higher is required. Android SDK Tools 22.3 or higher is recommended. Initial release. The system version is 4.4. For more information, see the Android 4.4 API Overview. Dependencies: Android SDK Platform-tools r19 or higher is required. Android SDK Tools 22.3 or higher
is recommended. Android 4.3 (API level 18) For details about the platform changes, see the Jelly Bean overview and Android 4.3 API changes. Maintenance update. The system version is 4.3. Dependencies: Android SDK Platform-tools r18 or higher is required. Android SDK Tools 22.0.4 or higher is recommended. Initial release. The system version is
4.3. Dependencies: Android SDK Platform-tools r18 or higher is required. Android SDK Tools 22.0.4 or higher is recommended. Android 4.2 (API level 17) For details about the platform changes, see the Jelly Bean overview and Android 4.2 API changes. Maintenance update. The system version is 4.2.2. Dependencies: SDK Tools r21 or higher is
required. Initial release. The system version is 4.2. Dependencies: SDK Tools r20 or higher is required. Android 4.1 (API level 16) For details about the platform changes, see the Jelly Bean overview and Android 4.1 API changes. Maintenance update. The system version is 4.1.2. Dependencies: SDK Tools r20 or higher is required. Maintenance update.
The system version is 4.1.1. Dependencies: SDK Tools r20 or higher is required. Initial release. The system version is 4.1.0. Dependencies: SDK Tools r20 or higher is required. Android 4.0.3 (API level 15) Maintenance update. The system version is 4.0.4. Note: This system image includes support for emulator hardware graphics acceleration when
used with SDK Tools r17 or higher. (more info) Dependencies: SDK Tools r17 or higher is required. Maintenance update. The system version is 4.0.3. Dependencies: SDK Tools r14 or higher is required. Initial release. The system version is 4.0.3. Dependencies: SDK Tools r14 or higher is required. Android 4.0 (API level 14) Maintenance update. The
system version is 4.0.2. Dependencies: SDK Tools r14 or higher is required. Initial release. The system version is 4.0.1. Dependencies: SDK Tools r14 or higher is required. Android 3.2 (API level 13) Initial release. SDK Tools r12 or higher is recommended. Android 3.1 (API level 12) Dependencies: Requires SDK Tools r12 or higher. Notes:
Improvements to the platform's rendering library to support the visual layout editor in the ADT Eclipse plugin. This revision allows for more drawing features in ADT and fixes several bugs in the previous rendering library. It also unlocks several editor features that were added in ADT 12. Dependencies: Requires SDK Tools r11 or higher. Notes: Fixes
an issue with the visual layout editor rendering library that prevented Android 3.1 from running in ADT. Dependencies: Requires SDK Tools r11 or higher. Android 3.0 (API level 11) Dependencies: Requires SDK Tools r12 or higher. Notes: Improvements to the platform's rendering library to support the visual layout editor in the ADT Eclipse plugin.
This revision allows for more drawing features in ADT and fixes several bugs in the previous rendering library. It also unlocks several editor features that were added in ADT 12. Dependencies: Requires SDK Tools r10 or higher. Android 2.3.3 (API level 10) Dependencies: Requires SDK Tools r12 or higher. Notes: Improvements to the platform's
rendering library to support the visual layout editor in the ADT Eclipse plugin. This revision allows for more drawing features in ADT and fixes several bugs in the previous rendering library. It also unlocks several editor features that were added in ADT 12. Dependencies: Requires SDK Tools r9 or higher. Android 2.3 (API level 9) Dependencies:
Requires SDK Tools r8 or higher.
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